Changeling (Oddmire #1)

Knights vs. the End (of Everything)

by William Ritter
When the night arrives to trade a human
baby for a goblin one, something goes
terribly wrong. Kull cannot tell them
apart, so he leaves both babies behind.
Tinn and Cole are raised as human twins.
When they are thirteen years old, a mysterious message arrives, calling the brothers to be
heroes and protectors of magic. J RIT 2019

By Matt Phelan
Five daring heroes face their most difficult
challenge yet: saving Camelot itself. Can the
band of friends survive an evil queen, a powerful Faerie King, and one nasty dragon?
J PHE 2020

Dragon Fire (Unwanteds Quests #5)
by Lisa McMann
Artimé is at war. Led by the reckless new
head mage, Frieda Stubbs, and swayed by
her stoking their fear of the Revinir's return, the people of Artimé have turned
against the Stowe family. Aaron and his
allies are captured while Fifer is left exposed to mortal danger. Fifer is forced to
make a decision that could change her destiny forever.
J MCM 2020

Dragon Warrior
By Katie Zhao
Twelve-year-old Faryn Liu dreams of honoring her family and the gods by becoming
a warrior. But the Society has shunned
Faryn and her brother Alex ever since their
father disappeared years ago. She just
might be the fabled Heaven Breaker, a
powerful warrior, if she can prove her worth and find the
island of the immortals before the Lunar
New Year. J ZHA 2019

First (Endling #2)
By Katherine Applegate
To learn if she is the last dairne in the
world, Byx and her friends must find the
truth behind the legend of a hidden
dairne colony. They will ultimately uncover a treacherous plot that involves the other powerful governing species. J APP 2019

Lalani of the Distant Sea
By Erin Entrada Kelly
When Lalani Sarita's mother falls gravely ill,
twelve-year-old Lalani faces an impossible task
she must leave home and find the riches of the
legendary Mount Isa. But generations of men
and boys have died on the same quest--how
can an ordinary girl survive the epic tests of
the archipelago? And how will she manage
without her best friend? J KEL 2019

Mananaland by Pam Munoz Ryan
Córdoba loves stories, especially the legend
Buelo tells him about a mythical gatekeeper
who can guide brave travelers, who are true
of heart, on a journey into tomorrow. If Max
could see tomorrow, he would know if he'd
make Santa Maria's celebrated fútbol team,
and whether he'd ever meet his mother, who
disappeared when he was a baby. He longs
to know more about her, but Papá won't
talk. So when Max uncovers a buried family secret-involving
an underground network of guardians who lead people fleeing a neighboring country to safety-he decides to seek answers on his own. With a treasured compass, a mysterious
stone rubbing and Buelo's legend as his only guides, he sets
out on a dangerous quest to discover if he is true of heart and
what the future holds.

J RYA 2020

Rumi’s Riddle (Lost Rainforest #3)
By Eliot Schrefer
Rumi, a scholarly tree frog who can
control the wind, must bring his band
of animal friends to face the greatest
danger they've yet encountered. Rumi
finds himself an unlikely leader. Can
Rumi rally the shadow walkers to save
their rainforest home? J SCH 2020

Sal and Gabi Fix the Universe #2
By Carlos Hernandez
Sal and Gabi have to try to make everything right with our world when there
is a rogue Gabi from another universe
running loose. While Sal and Gabi
work together to keep both Papi and
Rogue Gabi under control, they also
have to solve the mystery of Yasmany,
who has gone missing from school. Could it have something to do with the worm hole in the back of his locker?
J HER 2020

A Storm of Wishes (The Collectors #2)
By Jacqueline West
Discover a secret society where wishes
are stolen, and dreams have a price.
Eleven-year-old Van Markson embarks
on a quest full of magic and adventure
to rescue his best friend from a dangerous wish collector. Van’s mother moves
hoping this will be a safer home for
them. But Fox Den is home to an
ancient Wish Eater--a powerful creature
with the ability to grant wishes that have catastrophic
consequences; a Wish Eater Mr. Falborg would love to
get his hands on. Van must team up with the Collectors
and find a way to stop him before he makes a wish that
leaves the world in chaos.
J WES 2019

Story That Cannot Be Told
By J. Kasper Kramer
Ileana has always collected stories.
Some are about the past, before the
leader of her country tore down her
home to make room for his golden
palace. But some stories can get you in
trouble, like the dangerous one criticizing Romania's Communist government
that Uncle Andrei published--right before he went missing. Fearing for her safety, Ileana's
parents send her to live with the grandparents. Now, to
save her family and the village she's come to love, Ileana will have to tell the most important story of her
life.
J KRA 2019

Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky
by Kwame Mbalia
Tristan Strong feels anything but strong
ever since he failed to save his best
friend Eddie when they were in a bus
accident together. But on his first night
at his grandparents' farm, a sticky creature shows up in his bedroom and steals
Eddie's notebook. When Tristan chases
after, he finds himself in the middle of a
battle. In order to get back home, Tristan and these new allies will need to entice the god
Anansi to come out of hiding. Can Tristan save this
world before he loses more of the things he loves?
J MBA 2019

What We Found In the Corn Maze and How It Saved a
Dragon
by Henry Clark
When three kids discover a book of magic
spells that can only be cast during a few short
minutes a day, they'll need all the time they
can get to save a dying magical world, its last
dragon, and themselves. Cal, his friend Drew,
and Modesty are suddenly transported to the
magic world. They'll have to find a way to use
the oddly specific incantations to save the day, if only they
can figure out when the magic works. J CLA 2020

When You Trap a Tiger
by Tae Keller
Would you make a deal with a magical
tiger? When a tiger approaches Lily with a
deal--return what her grandmother stole in
exchange for her grandmother’s health-Lily is tempted to agree. But, deals with
tigers are never what they seem! With the
help of her sister and her new friend Ricky,
Lily must find her voice and the courage to
face a tiger. J KEL 2020

A Wish in the Dark
By Christina Soontornvat
All light in Chattana is created by one man -the Governor, who appeared after the Great
Fire to bring peace and order to the city. For
Pong, who was born in Namwon Prison, the
magical lights represent freedom. When he
escapes, Nok chases after him. But as Nok hunts Pong
through the alleys and canals of Chattana, she uncovers secrets that make her question the truths she has always held
dear. J SOO 2020
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